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MODULE 2 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
SESSION 3: When Intimate Partner Violence Turns Lethal
SESSION FOCUS
This session will explore woman abuse in its most lethal and dangerous
form - high-risk and potentially lethal intimate partner violence
situations. We will examine the myths surrounding lethal violence and
the way the community responds to it, as that will provide important
insights to understand society’s attitude.
We will learn about the Intimate partner Violence Death Review
Committee and gain a good understanding of the results and findings of
their work over the past 10 years, which will help us to identify risk
factors for intimate femicide, as well as promising strategies for
prevention, risk assessment and risk management.

SESSION LEARNING OUTCOMES
When we have finished this session, we will have gained a good
understanding of what is meant by ‘high-risk’ and potentially lethal
intimate partner violence situations. The session will provide information
about the key indicators for high-risk and potentially lethal situations,
the profile of high-risk offenders and some ideas on how we as a society
can more effectively respond to these situations.

We can no longer stand by as women are murdered for one reason and
one reason only, because they are women. The crime of femicide is
growing all over the world and often remains unpunished. It is a human
rights violation that is characterized by misunderstanding and impunity.
- Michelle Bachelet

Risk is an important concept to consider:
 Risk does not necessarily stay constant.
 A woman’s level of risk can easily change
o with circumstances, for example: if something happens
to impact her partner
o with her situation (what she does and where she goes)

A. THE ABUSE CONTINUUM
As we move into this, our third session within the Violence Against Women
Module, we are going to explore the reality of potentially lethal woman
abuse. It is important to remember that abuse lies in a continuum. As
women survivors, our experiences of abuse varies, ranging from the
emotional, verbal, and financial, to threats of violence, criminal harassment
(stalking), sexual assaults, physical abuse, and in some cases, leads all the
way to murder. Unfortunately, when we talk about women who have been
murdered by their intimate partner, it often ceases to be seen as an
example of intimate partner violence and abusive behaviour. The case is
often taken out of the context of intimate partner violence and is treated as
a sensationalized murder.

The level of risk that a woman is exposed to can change rapidly and often.
Because of this, it is important to think and talk about ways to identify
women who are at high-risk for serious injury or death and to consider
ways to intervene in these cases.
The term ”femicide” refers to the killing of a woman, because she is a
woman.
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/77421/1/WHO_RHR_12.38_eng.
pdf
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The reality is that intimate femicide – (that is, when a woman is murdered
by her current or ex- intimate partner) - is the most extreme version of
intimate partner violence or woman abuse. It is important to learn about
this reality and explore some of the findings of recent research because it
will help us develop a greater understanding of the entire context and
reality of intimate partner violence/woman abuse, while giving us an
opportunity to explore our own realities, as women survivors.

C.

SOCIETY’S NOTION OF WOMAN-KILLING
Think about how the issue of woman-killing has been
dealt with traditionally and within modern popular
culture. How is it most-often characterized?

Have you heard of a case where a woman was killed by her
partner or ex-partner?
How was this described in the media? Was there any
connection made to woman abuse/intimate partner/domestic
violence? How did you feel the situation was discussed and
understood?

Cause of Death: Woman is an international investigative report on
violence against women. Facilitator, before showing please inform the
group that this site may be disturbing to some:
http://www.causeofdeathwoman.com/

B. DEFINITIONS
In many ways we as a society have accepted that the killing of wives by
their husbands is a constant, it has always happened and it will always
happen. We have operas based on men killing their partners once they
leave the relationships (Georges Bizet’s Carmen). We have movies, songs
and rap lyrics about how men have killed or will kill their ex-partners.

We must first start with definitions; we will be using the term high-risk to
mean a situation where the victim has a high chance of experiencing serious
injury or death at the hands of her intimate partner or ex- partner.
SNM Module 2 Session 3: When Intimate Partner Violence Turns Lethal
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Dr. Diana E. Russell at http://www.dianarussell.com/origin_of_femicide.html
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The most common myth about “woman-killing” or intimate femicides has
been that these are spontaneous acts or “crimes of passion”.
Can you think of a context where you have heard the term
“crime of passion”? Unfortunately, it is usually used in
relation to intimate femicides. Can you recall any instance
where it was used in a different context?

Secondly – that these murders are seen as crimes of passion –
unpredictable and not premeditated



Thirdly – that it embodies a sense of inevitability; there is nothing
that can be done to stop these kinds of murders



Finally, the focus is on the woman - that there is somehow,
something that she can and should do, rather than focusing on
the abuser and what he should do.

This final point speaks to the way society has traditionally viewed the issue
of violence against women, as a “women’s issue”.

When we think about men killing their partners or ex-partners, it is
interesting to think about the words and statements that are used to
describe what happened, such as “he just lost it”; or “he blew a fuse/
gasket/his cork/his lid”, etc., The implication is that in a spontaneous “act of
passion”, a man loses his self-control and rationality and is moved to kills his
partner or ex-partner. There has been an assumption that intimate
femicides are a normal outcome of love or lust, and form part of the
complexities of intimate relationships. The sentiment that “Women have
always been killed by their husbands and there always will be women killed
by their husbands” has been expressed by many, from police, to media, to
counsellors, to religious leaders. The problem with this sentiment is that it
ignores the root issue that violence against women is too-often an accepted
cultural norm rather than a “right” that must be changed and a problem
that must be solved.

This traditional view of intimate femicide tends to relieve the offender of
responsibility and accountability. The insinuation is that because of
something that happened to him, the man responded without thinking
and in an unpremeditated way. The implication is that he has no control,
can’t stop himself, and therefore is not to blame. In most cases, it is the
intimate partner who is identified as the “trigger” who engaged in some
kind of behaviour that pushed the man to act irrationally, unpredictably
and violently. This kind of reasoning shifts the responsibility from the one
who kills to the victim who is killed. Further, if one accepts that lethal
violence is a normal or at least expected reaction on the part of some
men, then one also accepts that there is no alternative to women being
killed by their intimate partners, and that there is no way to intervene to
prevent such deaths.

D. WHAT IS DANGEROUS ABOUT THESE TRADITIONAL VIEWS OF
WOMAN-KILLING?

Can you think of any situations where her partner/ expartner has killed a woman and the discussion turned to
blaming her (perhaps because she left him, because she had
an affair, etc.)?

If one accepts this understanding and perception of lethal violence against
women it easily leads to some very dangerous assumptions that put women
at a high level of risk:
 Firstly - it speaks to a perception that these murders always have
and always will take place
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E.

RESEARCH THAT CHALLENGES TRADITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
The study was critically important and groundbreaking for many reasons.
It helped to make the case that those who commit intimate femicide must
be held accountable and responsible for their actions. The Woman Killing
report was the impetus for a significant amount of further research and
analysis on intimate femicide. With every new study, commission, and
committee, we are able to learn more about how to understand intimate
femicide as the ultimate form of woman abuse. As well, we hopefully are
learning more about how to prevent these deaths in the future.

Given the seriousness of this ‘traditional’ view of woman killing, the first
formal research into intimate femicide was conducted in 1992. Dr.
Rosemary Gartner, Myrna Dawson and Maria Crawford carried out a study
i
called WOMAN KILLING: INTIMATE FEMICIDE IN ONTARIO, 1974-1994
where they reviewed Coroner’s records, Police reports, Crown briefs and
some trial transcripts, as well as newspaper articles and interviews. They
found that:
Between 1974 and 1994, 1206 women aged 15 and older were killed in
Ontario, according to official records. In 1120 (93%) of these cases, the
crimes were solved and the killers were identified. In 705 (63%) of the
solved cases, the killers were the current or former legal spouses, commonlaw partners, or boyfriends of their victims. Thus, in Ontario over this 21year period, intimate partners were responsible for the majority of all
woman killings and an average of 34 women were victims of intimate
2
femicide each year.

F. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE DEATH REVIEW COMMITTEE
The Domestic Violence Death Review Committee (DVDRC) was created in
Ontario by the Coroner’s office in 2003 as a result of Coroner’s Inquests
into the deaths of Arlene May and Gillian Hadley. Both women were
murdered by their estranged partners. Death Review Committees had
already been established in a number of states in the U.S. as a way to track
intimate femicides and to increase our understanding of the risk factors
for intimate femicides and, in order to develop better prevention, risk
assessment and risk management strategies.

This groundbreaking study described the stories and experiences of women
who had been killed by their intimate partners and is comprehensive and
chilling in its detail and breadth.
In reviewing these women’s lives and deaths, striking similarities were
identified. It became apparent very early on that common factors served to
predict lethal violence. This finding posed a serious challenge to the earlier
notions that intimate femicide is a spontaneous act, by demonstrating that
there are clear and consistent indicators of lethality.

In Ontario, the Office of the Coroner has a mandate to learn from tragedy
to prevent future deaths. The Coroner is said to speak for the dead to
protect the living.
The Office of the Chief Coroner for Ontario
serves the living through high quality death
investigations and inquests to ensure that no
death will be overlooked, concealed or ignored.
The findings are used to generate
recommendations to help improve public safety
and prevent deaths in similar circumstances.

Woman Killing was the first of its kind and found that:



Murders of intimate partners were rarely, if ever,
unpremeditated spontaneous events, and
In the majority of cases, there were typical or common types
of events or fact scenarios that manifested themselves in the
time leading up to the murder
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The Mission of the DVDRC is to assist the Office of the Chief Coroner with
the investigation and review domestic violence deaths with a view to
making recommendations aimed at preventing deaths in similar
ii
circumstances and reducing domestic violence in general.

Eighth Annual Report of Domestic Violence Death Review Committee 2010
Showing top risk factors are actual or pending separation and history of DV

G. CASES REVIEWED BY THE DVDRC BETWEEN 2003 AND 2011:
iii
WHAT THE NUMBERS SHOW
The DVDRC reviewed 144 cases of death involving domestic violence that
occurred between 2003 and 2011. Those 144 cases involved 219 deaths.
Years
Profiles

Average age

Data from 2003-2009

Data from 2003-2011

Victims: 95% women… 5%
men
Accused: 94% men… 6%
women
Victim – 36 years
Perpetrator – 45.8 years

Relationship
Status

In a majority of cases, the
couple was

legally married

had been in the
relationship for 10
years or more
In cases of domestic MOST COMMON RISK
violence-related homicide, FACTOR
it is extremely rare for
women
to
be
the  72 % of cases had one
common risk factor
perpetrator.

In 72% of the cases, the
A third of domestic violence
woman had separated
homicides
involved
a
from her partner or was
perpetrator
committing
planning to separate
suicide after killing or

When separated; 2/3 of
attempting to kill his
the homicides occurred
partner.
within the first 6
Homicides occurred in ALL
months
kinds of population centres:
large urban settings, small
towns, rural area
SNM
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2
Session
Whencases
Intimate
Partner Violence
Turns
Lethal
This shows us that in3:many
of intimate
femicide,
the
perpetrator kills
WomenatthecentrE
more
than his partner
© 2014
or ex-partner; among the others killed are children, 9

other family members and new partners.

http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/deathinvestigations/office_coroner/publi
cationsandreports/dvdr/dvdr_2010.html

Are these finding surprising to you? Do you have
any thoughts about why this statistic is so high?
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H.

PROFILE OF HIGH-RISK ABUSERS

Beyond the single-most common risk factor of pending or actual
separation, additional risk factors for serious injury or death are:

When we look at what the information that has been collected through the
work of the DVDRC tells us about the abuser, we see that high-risk abusers
have a common profile. In the majority of cases, it is a picture of a man
who:
 has given up (because his partner has left or is threatening to
leave)
 is suicidal and depressed (but he may not necessarily have been
clinically diagnosed)
 is unemployed, or has recently become unemployed
 is isolating himself as well as the victim, and
 has had a significant life change. This may be the pending or actual
separation, but can also include major medical difficulties, financial
difficulties, death of a parent, etc.,

Think about what this picture describes and what it means for a
woman living in a relationship with this person. How does that
impact her decision to leave or to stay? What is the implication
should she decide to leave?

I.



An escalation of violence in his behaviour



Victim has an intuitive sense of fear - she believes her partner
will injure or kill her



Significant change in the behaviour of the abuser



The abuser’s disregard of court orders or sanctions arising from
previous abuse/assault situations (for example, he breaches bail
orders/probation conditions)



He is obsessed about his partner/ex-partner, including incidents
of criminal harassment (stalking)



Presence of weapons or plans to acquire weapons



He is unemployed



Excessive drug or alcohol abuse by him



He is depressed - not necessarily clinically diagnosed, but those
around him identify him as depressed, and



He begins to isolate himself (and her)

J.

KEY MESSAGES FROM
CONTRADICTIONS

GIVEN WHAT WE KNOW, CAN WE PREVENT INTIMATE FEMICIDE?

Of the 144 cases of intimate partner violence-related deaths between 2003
and 2011, 76 % of the cases reviewed revealed 7 or more risk factors. Some
cases had up to 20 risk factors! Based upon its work studying these cases,
the DVDRC considers a death predictable and potentially preventable when
there are 7 or more risk factors present. If we can be informed about the
factors for high-risk of serious injury or death, and if we routinely screen for
these by asking women about their situation, many of these deaths would
be preventable!
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THE

DVDRC:

CHALLENGES

AND

The work of the DVDRC presents us with vital information, as well as with
some challenges and contradictions:
1. For a woman in an abusive relationship, leaving her abuser
increases her level of risk, because he views this as her confronting
and challenging his control over her
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2.

For a woman in a high-risk abusive relationship, leaving her abuser
increases her risk of serious injury or death

Not all women who are in abusive relationships are in high-risk
situations. It is important to identify when a woman is at high-risk, so
that the necessary supports and protections for her can be put into place
and strategies can be created (most often through the criminal justice
system) to constrain and manage the perpetrator and the risk he poses.
Considerations:

These messages are important for everyone working with and in contact
with abused women. What do we do when we know a woman is in an
abusive relationship?
 Many people tell her she needs to get out, to protect her safety and
that of her children. Family, friends, colleagues and those working in
community agencies all attempt to help women leave abusive
relationships.



If we understand intimate femicide as the extreme form of woman abuse—
where an abuser is intent on controlling his partner and wielding power over
her—when and if she finally makes the statement that she is leaving, she is
confronting her abuser and his control over her in the most fundamental
way.

Among the risk assessments most commonly used with women:
 the Danger Assessment created by Dr. Jacqueline Campbell. For
iv
more information, please see link below
v
 the Ontario Domestic Assault Risk Assessment (ODARA)

Given the reality of this level of risk, many women choose to stay in an
abusive relationship because they feel that they are safer there, where they
can monitor his behaviour, manage the risk, and keep their children safe.
Sending the message to get out of the relationship is important, however, it
is critical that women be protected as they leave.

Screening for high-risk is not enough to save lives.
 Once this screening has been done, interventions must be put in
place to protect the woman and to manage the risk posed by the
perpetrator
 In many jurisdictions, there are inter-agency high-risk teams,
made up of police, Crown Attorneys, Probation Officers, Partner
vi
Assault Response (PAR) programs staff , etc.

As a society we must provide effective protection - through police
intervention and comprehensive investigation, the criminal courts and
vigorous prosecution, family courts and court orders, all together with safe,
secure, affordable housing and other supports.
The work of the Woman Killing study and of the DVDRC makes very clear
that our community response MUST:


Provide safety for the victim and her family in leaving her abuser



Assess for risk in abuse situations; and



There are a number of ways that we as individuals and as a community can
get involved to protect women who are at high-risk. There are a number
of ways for the system to intervene to mitigate the risks posed by abusive
men and manage these men more effectively.
We believe that a fundamental way of intervening is through knowing
what the risk factors are and then sharing what we know with others.

Engage the victim in risk management strategies with regard to her
abuser
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We must consistently look for the presence of risk factors. From
the ground breaking Woman Killing report, there are now a
number of high-risk or lethality risk assessments tools that are
increasingly being used among community agencies, in the
healthcare setting, and the criminal justice system to identify
women at risk and their intimate partners who are a threat to
them.
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ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: GROUP DISCUSSION
Many women express fear that their partner or ex-partner may kill them. At
the first major provincial inquest into an intimate femicide, the May–Iles
vii

Inquest held in 2001 , police videotapes showed that Arlene May had told
police many times that she was afraid for her life because of threats by
Randy Iles. He ultimately murdered her and her two children.
http://www.owjn.org/archive/arlene3.htm
Many other women never recognize a serious threat to their safety and may
even minimize the risk they are living with.
What are the dynamics that contribute to this situation? Why do you think
some woman identify the risk while others do not? What does it take to
believe that you partner could kill you and / or your children?

Activity 2: VIDEO
As we have explored in this session, all too often intimate partner violence
turns lethal. Facilitator, please play this:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4v--3erxbpg.
How did you feel watching this video? Do you think it realistically depicts the
risk of intimate femicide? What did you think of the music? How does it
evoke the issues of control and women-as-property that often underlie
attitudes toward intimate partner violence and even femicide? Do you think
this is portrayal of the issue is too graphic?

Activity 3: ARTICLE
There are some innovative ways to monitor high-risk offenders and to
keep women safe. Diane Rosenfeld advocates for the use of technology,
specifically GPS tracking, as a device that is highly effective. Ironically, this
technology has also been used by many abusers to stalk their partners.
Read this article and think about other ways that technology can be used
to protect women.
http://articles.courant.com/2010-07-18/news/hc-op-rosenfeld-batteredlives-0718-20100718_1_protective-gps-monitoring-tiana-notice
Activity 4: JOURNAL ENTRY and SELF REFLECTION
Women in high-risk abusive relationships find themselves in situations of
great complexity and contradiction. Many women feel safer staying with
the abuser, than leaving – because of the risk they recognize in leaving.
What would you say to someone who you feel is in a high-risk abusive
situation?
SONG OF THE WEEK: This week, we want to remember all women who
were murdered by an intimate partner, so we dedicate these three songs.
Facilitator, please play these:
Sarah McLachlan In The Arms of The Angel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SiylvmFI_8
Paul Simon – Another Galaxy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HK0XR3VYUJ8

Notes: What are some of the words that immediately came to mind?
Congratulations! Well Done! You are amazing! Thank you for caring and
sharing! Treat yourself for a week well done!
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Appendices

Notes:

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/77421/1/WHO_RHR_12.38_eng.pdf

http://articles.courant.com/2010-07-18/news/hc-op-rosenfeld-battered-lives-0718-20100718_1_protective-gps-monitoring-tiana-notice

Notes:

Notes:

i

http://violenceresearch.ca/sites/default/files/GARTNER%20ET%20AL.%20(1999)%20WOMAN%20KILLING,%20INTIMATE%20FEMICIDE%20IN%20ONTARIO,%2019741994.pdf)
ii http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/DeathInvestigations/office_coroner/coroner.html
iii

http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/DeathInvestigations/office_coroner/PublicationsandReports/DVDR/DVDR.html

iv

http://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/
http://canada.justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/cj-jp/fv-vf/rr09_7/rr09_7.pdf
vi http://www.pssg.gov.bc.ca/victimservices/; www.nrps.com/psb/annualreports
v

vii

http://www.owjn.org/archive/arlene3.htm

